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Chapter 7, 7.1 to 7.19 

 
19:00:06 Sharon Hinckley: Namaste from La Jolla, California 
19:00:24 AG-Scribe: Namaste from whistler (yes again!!) 
19:02:13 Sharon Hinckley: Rainy this morning in San Diego - then a beautiful day here too. 
19:02:21 Sharon Hinckley: The rain was appreciated too. 
19:03:34 Aaron Moon Cantwell: great week and beautiful homework 
19:04:34 AG-Scribe: Amazon Kindle special starting Friday, and please write a review on 

Amazon!! 
19:04:39 Vanessa Jerez: Okay I will do that ASAP. 
19:04:53 Aaron Moon Cantwell: Jai Ganesh! 
19:05:38 Beverly Akhurst: FYI…copy and paste it is good if you change a few words or 

bots sometimes think everything is plagiarism and bounces it. 
19:06:31 Sandi VASA: TRUE - thanks Bev 
 
19:05:38 AG-Scribe: Chapter 7 episode 19!! 
19:07:43 AG-Scribe: develop a vocabulary of Sanskrit words to develop/understand the 

Vedic worldview on its own terms, not the terms of the "gatekeepers" until now. 
19:07:56 AG-Scribe: hasn't been able to explain itself on its own terms yet. 
19:08:36 AG-Scribe: the American Transcendentalists were reading the Vedas in French 

and did have a big influence. 
19:08:43 AG-Scribe: Theosophical Society etc. 
19:09:22 AG-Scribe: Plato, Aristotle etc. -- also influenced by the Vedas. 
 
19:10:08 JA chants: guru mantras: 

Om ajna timirandhasya 
jnananjana shalakaya 
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chakshur unmilitam yena 
tasmai shri guruveh namahah 

 
I bow to the divine guru, who, with the torchlight of knowledge, 

has forced open my eyes that were blinded by the darkness of ignorance. 
 

Om guru brahma guru vishnu 
guru devo maheshvaraha 
guru sakshat para brahma 

tasmai shri guruveh namaha 
 

The guru reveals Brahma, the creator 
The guru reveals Vishnu, the preserver 
The guru reveals Shiva, the destroyer 

The guru reveals the supreme Brahman 
I offer my respects to such a divine guru 

 
19:10:43 AG-Scribe: link into the lineage 
19:11:16 AG-Scribe: Bhagavad Gita spoken 7582 years ago. 
19:11:53 AG-Scribe: this was given as a user’s manual for humans for these times. 
 
19:12:06 AG-Scribe: Ch. 5 and 6 - the city of nine gates - the nava dvara pura 
19:14:53 AG-Scribe: Ch. 6.46 #279 - given the different categories of yoga again. some 

people pick one and perfect it - tapasya. better to use all of them than to perfect 
only one of them. 

19:15:14 AG-Scribe: yajna - exchange with the devas - be grateful for what you receive 
every day. 

19:15:20 AG-Scribe: "the Vedic rituals" = yajna 
19:15:55 AG-Scribe: watch the smoke go upward and send it to the divine intelligences. 

not a perfected yoga because it's usually asking for something in return. 
19:16:04 AG-Scribe: not wrong, but a lesser perspective 
 
19:17:10 AG-Scribe: #280 - those who are dedicated to Krishna - have joined their atma 

with His - in divine loving seva - when connected to Bhagavan and for other 
beings. offering to the highest destination rather than an intermediate one. the 
offering mood carries it to the highest. 

19:17:25 AG-Scribe: a mood of bhakti as a yoga. a loving relationship between the 
individual atma and Paramatma 

 
19:17:31 AG-Scribe: … Ch. 7 
19:17:50 AG-Scribe: we need a language of discussing what we're not while trying to 

understand what we are. 
19:18:21 AG-Scribe: observe our relationship with prakriti -- see this vehicle with and in 

which we are doing everything. our instrument of action 
19:18:44 AG-Scribe: ability to stand back from our vehicle -- transition from ahamkara XXX 

false ego = misdefinition of self AS matter 
19:18:54 AG-Scribe: opposite = aham brahmasmi 
19:19:00 AG-Scribe: I am Brahman in nature, visiting matter. 
19:19:13 AG-Scribe: we are atmas visiting matter, which requires a suit which covers us all 

over 
19:19:36 AG-Scribe: we are wearing it, it's not us. 
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19:19:42 AG-Scribe: just like I’m not the shirt I’m wearing. 
19:19:51 AG-Scribe: the body is just a covering. It’s just that simple!! 
 
19:20:07 Sandi VASA: #281 
19:21:31 AG-Scribe: manas faculties - manushya, manus - divine beings who plant the 

divine seeds of human DNA when the planet is ready ==> mankind - from manas 
- have an extra amount of these faculties – thinking, feeling, willing, & memory - 
the 4 distinct facets of manas and we need to begin observing them 

19:21:38 AG-Scribe: iccha kriya jnana bhakti = the 4 faculties of manas 
19:22:08 AG-Scribe: notice these as four different faculties when you're using your manas. 
19:22:31 AG-Scribe: when we sleep, our antakarana inner body is made up of manas, 

buddhi, and ahamkara == not self 
19:22:40 AG-Scribe: name them and interact with them to separate yourself from them. 
19:22:45 AG-Scribe: karana = 5 element body 
19:22:50 AG-Scribe: earth, water, fire, air, space 
19:22:58 AG-Scribe: the body we walk around in in the daytime. 
19:23:11 AG-Scribe: when we go to sleep, the antakarana disengages its focal point from 

the sleeping body. 
19:23:32 AG-Scribe: then manas, buddhi, and ahamkara becomes most active - these 3 

plus the atma == the antakarana 
19:24:26 AG-Scribe: this language of sankhya - jnana yoga - knowledge of the vehicle we 

are riding in. it's how we separate the atma from the rest of this, different than all 
these material centers of function. 

19:24:32 AG-Scribe: differentiate our self from the vehicle. 
 
19:24:46 Sandi VASA: #282 
19:24:54 AG-Scribe: jnana, vijnana 
19:25:05 AG-Scribe: theoretical knowledge and realized knowledge. 
19:25:36 AG-Scribe: if you get an "aha" or "get" a verse - when the knowledge becomes 

realized by you and a part of your perception of reality = vijnana 
19:25:45 AG-Scribe: the words and shell of the knowledge are needed first to realize it. 
19:26:04 AG-Scribe: having the vocabulary helps do this. 
19:27:20 AG-Scribe: when going to sleep, launch yourself to Bhagavan or Brahman - let 

go of the vehicle. 
19:27:39 AG-Scribe: Krishna will now explain how to achieve vijnana from jnana. 
 
19:27:40 AG-Scribe: v.3 
19:28:24 AG-Scribe: we taking this class are a minority within human beings. 
19:28:43 AG-Scribe: most people’s level of inquiry into what they are doing is only so 
much. 
19:29:51 AG-Scribe: with this jnana first you memorize it, then it becomes vijnana, but you 

won't meet a lot of people you can discuss it with -- could lead to alienation. you 
are distancing yourself from most humans who are still acting as animals, their 
body running the show. it's true. 

19:30:02 AG-Scribe: 8 energies in prakriti 
19:30:12 AG-Scribe: earth, water, fire, air, and space = 5 elements 
 
19:30:16 AG-Scribe: v.4 284 
19:30:47 AG-Scribe: manas = thinking, feeling, willing, memory 

buddhi = discerning one thing from another 
ahamkara = misidentifying self with the minute particles of matter 
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19:30:54 AG-Scribe: must know this to be jnana yogis. 
19:31:35 AG-Scribe: look at these different departments, observe them, understand 
them... 
19:31:48 AG-Scribe: to head from our animal nature to our human nature 
 
19:32:03 AG-Scribe: v.5 
19:32:23 AG-Scribe: apara prakriti = Krishna's unconscious nature that is manifest as 
matter 
19:32:31 AG-Scribe: his Param = fully conscious and immortal nature 
19:32:45 AG-Scribe: the jiva bhutas are a manifestation of his param nature. 
19:32:55 AG-Scribe: he comes from another realm called para. 
19:33:03 AG-Scribe: this one is apara - not fully conscious. 
19:33:39 AG-Scribe: we as atmas - jiva bhutas (jiva = Eve, atma = Adam) 
19:33:58 AG-Scribe: atma connecting with the life force of matter = jiva atma 
19:34:07 AG-Scribe: live = jiva - to be alive 
19:34:16 AG-Scribe: Eve is matter, Adam is our atma. 
19:34:28 AG-Scribe: roots of biblical story are in Sanskrit. 
 
19:35:49 Jeffrey Armstrong: Ch.7 v.6 | 286 
19:36:17 AG-Scribe: we are little chunks of Brahman who came in through a portal into the 

apara (inferior) vs para (superior because it's fully conscious). apara prakriti is 
unconscious. 

19:36:39 AG-Scribe: He as guru is pointing to the parts of us that are not us - the gu 
remover. 
19:36:56 AG-Scribe: Bhagavan is the ultimate creator. 
19:37:06 AG-Scribe: the creator of all of matter is Brahma/Saraswati. 
19:37:15 AG-Scribe: Brahma is named after his source, Brahman. 
19:37:39 AG-Scribe: all of us came in through the portal of Brahma thru this birthing 

process, we came in through his (Krishna’s) cosmic yoni womb. 
19:37:48 AG-Scribe: he is the creator and destroyer of all material universes. 
 
19:37:56 Jeffrey Armstrong: Ch.7 v.7 | 287 
19:38:25 AG-Scribe: the invisible thread that runs thru all existence is Paramatma. 
19:38:47 AG-Scribe: our atma runs through our body, like Paramatma runs through all of 

the universes. 
19:38:53 AG-Scribe: how does he pervade prakriti? 
 
19:39:07 Jeffrey Armstrong: Ch.7 v.8 | 288 
19:39:09 AG-Scribe: all resting like jewelry does - the threads are invisible, the jewels are 

visible. 
19:39:21 AG-Scribe: if you taste water, that's a link to Paramatma 
19:39:31 AG-Scribe: all these identifications are pathways for direct connection with 
Bhagavan. 
19:39:44 AG-Scribe: all these I Am statements 
19:40:12 AG-Scribe: they’re all him taking another form within prakriti. 
19:40:36 AG-Scribe: he is the ability within all persons -- we admire the accomplishment, 

but the ability to accomplish is it is Paramatma. 
19:41:08 AG-Scribe: it's a reach through - everything that we do that makes us unique, 

e.g., star athletes - what we're really witnessing is a siddhi - skill - as an extra 
extension of Bhagavan. 

19:41:23 AG-Scribe: the definition of Bhagavan 
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19:41:32 AG-Scribe: Krishna = charisma = attractiveness 
19:41:55 AG-Scribe: all these abilities though are bhagas that come from Bhagavan. 

They've got an extra amount of Bhagavan and they are adored because they 
remind us of Bhagavan. 

19:43:12 AG-Scribe: tapasya = a practice 
 
19:43:24 AG-Scribe: 7.9 289 
19:43:59 Jeffrey Armstrong: Ch.7 v.10 | 290 
19:44:17 AG-Scribe: this is a way of seeing. It’s more than just vocabulary. 
19:44:34 AG-Scribe: charisma = radiant and powerful - karishna - Christos 
19:44:45 AG-Scribe: Jesus = ishta - a person endowed with certain powers 
19:44:51 AG-Scribe: these are all borrowed from Sanskrit. 
 
19:44:51 Jeffrey Armstrong: Ch.7 v.11 | 291 
19:46:43 AG-Scribe: desires for pleasure that don't disrupt the codes of dharma. 
19:47:01 AG-Scribe: we do get excessive sometimes and it can be harmful. 
19:47:08 AG-Scribe: but we have thrown out the baby with the bathwater. 
19:47:18 AG-Scribe: the beauty was attractive regardless. 
19:47:44 AG-Scribe: we can enjoy life and beauty and existence that doesn't violate the 

laws of dharma and nature, that doesn't cause harm. 
19:48:04 AG-Scribe: that desire for pleasure and beauty that is in all of us is the 

expression of Bhagavan, as long as it does not corrupt us and make us violate 
laws of dharma. 

19:48:30 AG-Scribe: not necessary to stop doing pleasurable things like some of the 
Abrahamic priests have done. 

19:48:43 AG-Scribe: important to set an example that we can get higher pleasures. 
19:48:47 AG-Scribe: but don't have to say they are despicable. 
19:49:17 AG-Scribe: the reason we are so attracted to them is because they’re our first 

experience of Bhagavan -- that which attracts us! (Krishna), the possessor of all 
these things (Bhagavan) 

19:49:27 AG-Scribe: so, wouldn’t we want to pursue them all back to their source?? 
 
19:49:37 AG-Scribe: questions!? 
 
19:50:27 Q&A – Sarala: Paramatma within our heart, jiva bhuta…? 
19:50:56 AG-Scribe: jiva bhuta = jiva atma - the atma that is immortal, originally from 

Brahman, now in contact with matter and carrying the life force 
19:51:07 AG-Scribe: bhuta = bhu = be 
19:51:13 AG-Scribe: the essence of what is to be. 
19:51:20 AG-Scribe: (even butter comes from this root) 
19:51:29 AG-Scribe: we came from the param reality. 
19:51:34 AG-Scribe: we are param in nature but have forgotten. 
19:51:47 AG-Scribe: it is because of our Brahman nature - our brilliance - that our body is 

now orbiting us. 
19:52:02 AG-Scribe: the particles of matter are orbiting our atma because it is param. 
19:52:27 AG-Scribe: Paramatma pervades the entire universe as its body, permeating the 

cosmos with its consciousness. like our atma pervades our body 
19:52:32 AG-Scribe: “yata pinde tatha brahmande” 
 
19:53:16 Q&A – Zubin: is this chapter where a lot of the advaita philosophy comes from? 
19:53:26 AG-Scribe: since "Bhagavan is in everyone" 
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19:53:39 AG-Scribe: was this taken as advaita? 
19:54:21 AG-Scribe: “Paramatma iti, Brahman iti, Bhagavan iti, shabdhajte” 
19:54:33 AG-Scribe: three things come from the teachings in addition to the atma. 
19:55:22 AG-Scribe: we the atma. then Brahman as a realm juxtaposed with matter. then 

Paramatma which pervades a universe. then Bhagavan, a being who does not 
exist within matter, exists within Brahman as a separate being, not just as 
Brahman. 

19:55:56 AG-Scribe: the schools of Vedanta overemphasize one or another of these three 
elements, depending on the time and circumstance it came out. 

19:56:10 AG-Scribe: they are all legitimate teachings of Vedic knowledge. 
19:56:54 AG-Scribe: three main texts – Bhagavad Gita, Bhagavad Puranas, and the 10 

principal Upanishads - are explained differently by different teachers/lineage 
19:57:04 AG-Scribe: the Bhagavad Gita uses all three of these words. 
 
19:58:39 Q&A – Aaron: ch4 v40 #202 - ajna - beings who are ignorant. is this a code to 

transform ignorance into knowing? 
19:59:21 AG-Scribe: jnana = theoretical knowledge, just knowledge 
19:59:33 AG-Scribe: vijnana - when you have direct realization of it. 
19:59:43 AG-Scribe: when you don't have knowledge or don't realize it, it’s ajnana. 
19:59:47 Sandi VASA: a-jna 
19:59:51 AG-Scribe: a = not having something 
20:00:26 AG-Scribe: vi = perfection of it, realization of it 
 
20:01:26 Q&A - Bev: Ch. 7 #286 - is this the first indication we pass through the womb of 

Brahma and Saraswati as a divine couple? 
20:02:29 AG-Scribe: alluded to in Ch. 4 - when we heard about Brahma and the yuga 

cycles and the immense amounts of time that the creator Brahma lives, and that 
the knowledge was passed down from the Manus. when that knowledge is 
forgotten or lost, Krishna comes again and gives it to us again as an avatar. 

20:02:42 Sandi VASA: Not to confuse Brahman with Brahma/Sarasvati 
20:03:19 AG-Scribe: different angles/perspectives on the same story but through different 

lenses 
20:03:31 AG-Scribe: giving us ways of imagining things that are almost unimaginable. 
20:04:36 Sandi VASA: tomorrow is Shivaratri. 
20:04:51 AG-Scribe: Vishnu was ready for creation to take place within matter. Shiva 

extended his light - linga - into the darkness of matter, acting as a womb, that 
shaft of Shiva entered the womb of Durga which is all of prakriti -- seeing the 
same thing from another perspective. within Shiva in the shaft of light was all the 
atmas ready to enter prakriti 

20:05:06 AG-Scribe: all the Vedas tell similar stories from another angle, giving us different 
information. 

20:05:13 AG-Scribe: it’s not contradictory once you get to know it. 
20:05:31 AG-Scribe: Mahashivaratri tmrw! 
20:06:25 AG-Scribe: Bhagavad Gita is a user’s manual - you keep it with you all the time, 

even memorize it. 
20:06:46 AG-Scribe: how does Brahman enter thru Brahma... how does the beauty of this 

world get created??? 
20:06:53 AG-Scribe: this is the underlying question. 
20:07:25 AG-Scribe: Shankaracharya in the 9th century was preparing for the onslaughts 

of the colonizers, so he emphasized the unity of Brahman. 
20:08:02 AG-Scribe: Shiva/Durga and Brahma/Saraswati have different emphases. 
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20:08:39 AG-Scribe: Brahma/Saraswati together "decorated" the entire cosmos - the two 
ultimate artists who bring everything into being. 

20:08:50 AG-Scribe: Shiva and Durga are it existing in its entropic way. 
20:09:17 AG-Scribe: Vishnu and Lakshmi represent the descent of that which is always 

true down the middle path and back up the middle path of balance. 
 
20:09:19 Jeffrey Armstrong: Ch.7 v.12 | 292 
20:09:36 AG-Scribe: Bhagavan tells us about the three gunas again. 
20:09:43 AG-Scribe: dynamic states of matter 
20:09:49 AG-Scribe: they emanate from him. 
20:10:20 AG-Scribe: but he is not under their influence nor a product of them. The other 

three main devas are all the heads of the three gunas within matter. 
20:10:23 AG-Scribe: Shiva/Durga = destructive - tamas 
20:10:27 AG-Scribe: Brahma/Saraswati = creative - rajas 
20:10:33 AG-Scribe: Vishnu/Lakshmi = maintaining - sattva 
20:11:02 AG-Scribe: he is sketching out the functional principles of a cosmos - it needs to 

have all 3 departments. 
 
20:11:17 AG-Scribe: 7.13 
20:11:40 AG-Scribe: the gunas are deluding so we cannot see Bhagavan. 
20:11:47 AG-Scribe: moha = deluding influence 
20:11:55 AG-Scribe: we become confused by matter itself. 
20:12:00 AG-Scribe: prakriti = mahamaya 
20:12:06 AG-Scribe: Brahman = yoga maya 
20:12:29 AG-Scribe: yoga maya is the place from which all the atmas emerged, like 

sunshine shining out and entering prakriti. 
20:12:59 AG-Scribe: sattva is the clearest and closest to the true nature of things, tamas 

and rajas are more or less distortion. 
20:14:01 AG-Scribe: creation, development, producing byproducts, getting old, withering, 

and dying - 6 stages of matter. 
20:14:12 AG-Scribe: returning - 7th. 
20:14:16 AG-Scribe: all three gunas are matter. 
20:15:15 AG-Scribe: when you enter mahamaya you go past the wall beyond which 

Bhagavan is not visible. all we see is the categories of matter and the reflections 
of Bhagavan that are coming into matter and becoming life. 

20:15:22 AG-Scribe: 8:15 check 
20:15:33 AG-Scribe: I will listen to that again for better notes. 
20:15:59 AG-Scribe: we didn't come here deluded, we chose to experience prakriti and 

came in, but once we're in, we're inside apara prakriti - deluding energy under the 
3 gunas. 

 
20:16:02 AG-Scribe: 7.15 
20:17:09 AG-Scribe: most humans are mostly deluded individuals walking in circles totally 

identified with matter as self. 
20:17:13 AG-Scribe: there are gradients of that. 
20:17:41 AG-Scribe: we are being initiated into this. 
20:17:50 AG-Scribe: 4 kinds of people who are on the path to seeing Bhagavan, on the 
way. 
20:18:12 AG-Scribe: artho 
20:18:27 AG-Scribe: jijnasu 
20:18:38 AG-Scribe: artho are looking around for resources to alleviate others’ distress. 
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20:18:57 AG-Scribe: artharthi - seek wealth to alleviate distress - higher version of artho. 
 
20:19:16 Sandi VASA: #296 
20:19:28 AG-Scribe: jnana - already in some way devoted to Bhagavan. 
20:19:44 AG-Scribe: if you are at the jnani stage you will learn the Sanskrit he is 

recommending!!! 
20:19:53 AG-Scribe: the other 3 are in Bhagavan’s service too. 
20:20:28 AG-Scribe: the 4th one - jnana with eka bhakti - single minded devotion are 

extremely priya - beloved - to him. 
20:20:32 AG-Scribe:!!!! 
20:21:00 AG-Scribe: and does direct service on his behalf to improve the sattvic quality of 

existence in prakriti. 
20:21:02 Sandi VASA: (him) Sri Krishna 
20:21:12 AG-Scribe: one pointed bhakti 
20:21:30 AG-Scribe: and Bhagavan thinks of them constantly too! 
20:21:51 AG-Scribe: invitation to be in a loving reciprocity with Bhagavan. 
20:21:56 AG-Scribe: he can't resist those who can't resist him!! 
20:22:01 AG-Scribe: PROFOUND 
20:22:12 AG-Scribe: challenged the Abrahamics. 
20:22:32 AG-Scribe: Krishna is being very personal. he falls in love with people looking for 

knowledge of him! 
20:22:43 AG-Scribe: their interest in him has got him excited about them!! 
 
20:23:23 AG-Scribe: stopping at 7.19. 
20:23:27 AG-Scribe: bahunam janmanamante, jnanavan mam prapadhyate, Vasudeva 

sarvam iti, sa mahatma sudhur labha 
20:24:03 AG-Scribe: this is a frame you’re supposed to put around the world. this verse is 

a pivot verse. 
20:24:55 AG-Scribe: "mahatma" [was not used accurately for Gandhi] 
20:25:26 AG-Scribe: so many lives we live as tamasic animals. then we live in rajas mostly 

acting for our pleasure, but we start to have questions. 
20:25:29 AG-Scribe: 9 steps in the gunas 
20:25:52 AG-Scribe: tamas-tamas, tamas-rajas, tamas-sattva, rajas-tamas, rajas-rajas, 

rajas-sattva, sattva-tamas, sattva-rajas, sattva-sattva 
20:26:22 AG-Scribe: as we ascend in these gunas it becomes more and more the case 

that there are fewer things within matter to become entrapped by, caught up in, 
bound up in 

20:26:24 Aaron Moon Cantwell: my favorite muscle car as a kid was an SS Camaro :D 
20:26:35 AG-Scribe: the pursuit of divine knowledge becomes the main thing we seek. 
20:26:53 AG-Scribe: 7.19 trying to come to the conclusion of jnana. 
20:27:02 AG-Scribe: that Vasudeva is the source and container of it all. 
20:27:17 AG-Scribe: this verse gives us a goal!! 
20:28:14 AG-Scribe: gurus have become filled with this knowledge and look for others to 

share it with, invite them to become mahatmas instead of duratmas - living 
greedily, selfishly. 

20:28:27 AG-Scribe: hasn't our world been driven by rajas and tamas?? 
20:28:33 AG-Scribe: invitation to become mahatma!! 
 
20:28:37 AG-Scribe: questions? cams on! 
20:31:24 Q&A/comment – Manjunath: thank you very much for the historical perspective 

and the Buddhists’ take on the Vedic knowledge. 
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20:33:06 AG-Scribe: from the speaking of the Bhagavad Gita, it was known that just 
putting on the Kurukshetra event was going to have a huge influence and stress 
on Bharat and the world. caused the culture to degrade and have chaos and 
tamas. also broke the connection between India and the Silk Road 

20:33:37 AG-Scribe: 150 ships a year were going from India to Rome -- huge exchange of 
goods and knowledge (mostly one way to India) 

20:35:19 Sandi VASA: there was also a note that a delicacy for one feast was 1500 
peacock tongues from peacocks shipped from India -- send a beautiful animal 
and in the wrong hands - a lower guna dominates. 

20:35:40 AG-Scribe: all the Vedanta lineages contribute to the knowledge. but an entropy 
has taken place in the past 500 years and only now are we seeing a revival in the 
Vedic knowledge. we are in a renaissance of the Vedic knowledge of India. 

 
20:36:08 Q&A – Reivin: what does "Shiva" mean? (Mahashivaratri tmrw…) 
20:36:35 AG-Scribe: the auspicious one, the one who brings auspiciousness wherever he 

goes. Shiva removes all poisons. 
20:37:01 AG-Scribe: Shiva/jiva - companion words - we are just like Shiva. "Shivo hum" – I 

am just like Shiva. 
20:37:21 Sandi VASA: Shiva also known as Mahadeva - GREAT DEVA (note it doesn't 

say 'god') 
20:37:38 AG-Scribe: his is the cylinder of light that carries all the jivas from Brahman 

entering into prakriti like a lightship, spaceship. think of him as the atma of 
prakriti. the entry point of Brahman into prakriti 

20:38:34 AG-Scribe: linga of light enters a yoni of matter and life is brought into being from 
those two. Shiva is the mountains and Durga is the valleys. they are in an 
embrace. Mother/Father Nature holding each other and in their embrace, we 
exist here in their embrace 

20:39:18 AG-Scribe: they are the mother and father of material existence manifesting. 
20:39:28 AG-Scribe: Brahma/Saraswati -- creativity 
20:39:42 AG-Scribe: Vishnu/Lakshmi -- sustaining/maintaining. 
20:40:44 AG-Scribe: we must hold a big frame of all these three. many people come from 

families who only "worshipped" one of the three aspects 8:40 
 
20:41:36 Q&A – Diane: what does sattva-tamas look like? 
20:42:53 AG-Scribe: e.g., sometimes see gurus/teachers doing wonderfully, a transit 

changes in their chart and all of a sudden they have a new karmic receipt, 
greater force of tamas on them. they might succumb for a while to it. when sattva 
and tamas are mixed together, the person drops to a lower guna. 

20:42:55 Sandi VASA: they are still susceptible to a bad moment. 
20:43:00 AG-Scribe: so, we need the sense of gradient 
20:43:41 AG-Scribe: if you see your guru in a bar getting drunk.... go in and give them 

obeisances to remind them and bring them back. 
20:43:58 AG-Scribe: sometimes the forces of tamas, of matter are insurmountable. 
20:44:28 AG-Scribe: trying to reach a state where you cannot fall back, where no force can 

overcome you, like Vishnu and Lakshmi - this is our goal. 
 
20:45:26 Q&A – Lisa: can you do a class on the three couples?! 
20:45:44 AG-Scribe: Sandi -- video recommendation? 
20:46:20 AG-Scribe: planning a class on the Vedic cosmic view. 
20:46:31 AG-Scribe: based on the Sanskrit vocabulary. 
20:46:56 AG-Scribe: 3 different levels of Vishnu 
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20:47:28 Sharon Hinckley: Great questions, Lisa 
 
20:49:15 Sandi VASA: Jeffrey describes the couples in this series: The Paramahamsa: 

Complete Series 
20:49:22 Sandi VASA: 

https://jeffreyarmstrong.com/collections/audio-courses/products/the-paramahams
a-complete-series?_pos=3&_sid=f4d936b4e&_ss=r 

 
20:49:53 AG-Scribe: process of step-down transformers creating the universe... 
20:50:06 AG-Scribe: the intricate details given in the Vedas. 
20:50:19 AG-Scribe: notice I didn't take notes on that??!! 
20:50:31 AG-Scribe: I couldn’t follow it lol. 
20:51:21 AG-Scribe: big discount coming this week! 
 
20:51:45 Q&A – Aaron: Vasudeva sarvam iti verse - can we chant this as a mantra? 
20:52:00 AG-Scribe: hold on until end of class!! 
20:52:28 AG-Scribe: AG – it’s definitely a good verse to memorize!! key quote. 
20:53:27 AG-Scribe: 108 names of the sun (Sandi has a booklet if you want to learn it) 
20:53:35 AG-Scribe: Gayatri Mantra is also to the Sun: 

 
om bhur bhuva sva 

tat savitur vareniyam 
bhargo devasya dimahi 
diyo yonah pracho dayat 

 
20:54:00 Aaron Moon Cantwell: the word I left out of my question was initiation. 
20:54:18 AG-Scribe: he doesn't see the chat. 
20:54:41 AG-Scribe: but I would say him teaching it is a form of an initiation 
 
20:56:01 Sharon Hinckley: Such a lovely class tonight. Thank you. Sorry I need to leave 

right now. See you next time. Good evening. 
 
20:55:56 Q&A – Reivin: can you speak on the place of jyotish in our lives and not being too 

hard on ourselves?! (e.g., planetary transit causing your guru to be tamasic) 
20:56:37 AG-Scribe: Parashara Hora: “jivanam karma phalado, graha rupi janardhana” 
20:56:41 AG-Scribe: the summary of jyotish 
20:58:05 AG-Scribe: all the jivas atmas are given the outcome or result of the cause and 

effect that they put in motion, the planets who grab us and hold us - they will 
constantly be receiving the stream of cause and effect that they have put in 
motion, the effects from life to life are given to them by the motions of the planets 
the grahas - are delivered by them. 

20:58:52 AG-Scribe: Jana Ardhana - a name of Vishnu - one who gives the result of their 
cause and effect to the jiva atmas as they go through the arduous journey of 
exploring the material realm. 

20:58:58 AG-Scribe: ardhana = arduous 
20:59:19 AG-Scribe: this is mediated by Vishnu in his 24th form as Janardhana, and his 

instructions are carried out by the grahas. 
20:59:43 AG-Scribe: that is the function and form of the planets, putting the jivas on an 

arduous but fulfilling journey through matter. 
20:59:57 AG-Scribe: the grahas are always there on a journey with us. 
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21:00:31 AG-Scribe: you can become a graha in one of your lifetimes. we can become the 
devas and have those experiences. you can come back as a mata bhumi. 

21:00:50 Lisa Ghatala: Wow. Amazing. 
21:00:57 AG-Scribe: just because the journey is difficult, we don't think of it as a 

punishment = mahatma view 
21:01:18 AG-Scribe: once we start thinking of Bhagavan with love, he can't stop thinking of 

us!!!! 
 
21:00:46 Sandi VASA: Who knows the meaning -- when the manas is chanchala? 
21:02:04 Andrea A W answers: chanchala = fluctuating and erratic 
21:02:17 AG-Scribe: fickle and restless 
21:02:33 AG-Scribe: it was insane this week!! 
 
21:03:31 Q&A – Hana: how are these mantras connected to the Bhagavad Gita? and is 

Hari related to "hurry"? 
21:03:51 AG-Scribe: mantras are not necessarily associated to particular Vedic texts. 
21:04:11 AG-Scribe: the Bhagavad Gita doesn't have mantras that go with it necessarily, 

but some of them you could say "orbit" it. 
21:04:27 AG-Scribe: mantras have pieces of Brahman that make their way into prakriti just 

like we did. 
21:04:47 AG-Scribe: when you use that mantra, you are linked with a particular aspect of 

divinity = yoga. with a deva or devi or an aspect of Vishnu 
21:05:14 AG-Scribe: a technology - sound vibration links you to a particular reality and you 

can have a direct experience of it. 
21:06:07 AG-Scribe: Patanjali Yoga Sutras – “yogas chitt vritti nirodha” - yoga is removing 

all the twists from the manas and the atma. 
21:06:26 AG-Scribe: then “tada drashtu” - what you see at the centre of the meditation is 

your own atma. 
21:06:53 Sandi VASA: OMWORK - Tapasya 
21:07:23 AG-Scribe: “tapasya svadhyaya ishvara pranidan kriya yogahah” = there are 

three activities of yoga. tapasya = do a practice. svadhyaya = you will know 
something more about yourself and existence through that. ishvara pranidan = all 
the ishas have a mantra. by connecting with them through that mantra you are 
directly linked to them 

21:07:50 AG-Scribe: each being has a mantra, and the mantra is a direct line of 
connection to them. 

21:08:07 AG-Scribe: Hare = Radha - Krishna's paired match 
21:09:08 AG-Scribe: in your heart they are Hari and Shri - Vishnu as Bhagavan within your 

heart. Hari removes all things that are not beneficial. Shri is all the things that are 
beneficial. they are seated upon our heart = the hridaya = the seat where they 
are sitting in our heart - hridaya = cardiac 

21:09:41 AG-Scribe: in all Krishna’s lilas he showed all the different possible relationships. 
21:09:46 AG-Scribe: last Sunday's class talked about that. 
21:10:30 AG-Scribe: The Hare Krishna mantra is the male female conjugal love - the 

pinnacle of intimacy - the most direct, most intimate mood of bhakti that you can 
possibly have that resembles the intimacy we have here as male and female 

21:10:45 AG-Scribe: metaphor 
21:11:04 AG-Scribe: with Bhagavan there are gradients of intimacy and love we can have, 

and the most extreme resembles the conjugal love we have here that we hold so 
dear. 
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21:11:23 AG-Scribe: Chaitanya Mahaprabhu gave that mantra out in the 1520s or so, 16th 
century. 

21:11:59 AG-Scribe: opened up the stories about Krishna’s most intimate moments to the 
public. can be a big jump beyond. the most intimate relationship conceivable with 
Bhagavan 

21:12:03 AG-Scribe: a very intimate mantra 
21:12:28 Reivin Johnson: Chaitanya was introducing all forms of relationships, not just 
conjugal. 
21:12:30 Laura Plumb: epic 🙏🏽 
21:12:43 AG-Scribe: got a bit overshared you could say by the Krishna movement. 
21:13:01 Reivin Johnson: Krishna movement isn't done sharing it. 
21:13:15 Reivin Johnson: it's all relationships, not just conjugal. 
21:13:30 Aaron Moon Cantwell: a'ho 
 
21:13:39 AG-Scribe: Sandi: Chapter 7 is where we started introducing numbered lists. 
21:13:45 AG-Scribe: start seeing Krishna everywhere. 
21:13:54 AG-Scribe: v. 296 - memorize the 4 kinds of people who come to me. 
21:14:18 AG-Scribe: compare this chapter in particular with other Gitas to see the clarity. 
21:14:44 AG-Scribe: the lists also show not just one for one meanings of the words 
 
21:16:10 JA chants: names of Bhagavan: 

Om Shri Ram, Narayana, Vasudeva 
Govinda, Vaikuntha, Mukunda, Krishna 

Shri Keshava, Ananta, Nashringa, Vishnu 
Mam trahi samsara bujanga dashtam 

 
21:17:36 AG-Scribe: samsara has wrapped its coils around me like a boa constrictor, I am 

wrapped in the coils of samsara - repeated birth and death. please free me from 
these coils and bring me back. 

 
21:18:32 Sandi VASA: 

Mantra to be Saved from Samsara or the Wheel of Repeated Birth and 
Death: 

 
Om (O all-pervading great reality) 

Shri (O Mother of all beauty and opulence, Lakshmi) 
Ram (O lord of eternal love and romance) 

Na-ra-ya-na (O resting place and support of all) 
Va-su-de-va (O vast Being in whom all life is contained) 

Go-vin-da (O Govinda, of the eternal paradise and place of abundant joy) 
Vai-kun-tha (O You who are the realm where there is no anxiety) 

Mu-kun-da (O granter of freedom and liberation to all souls) 
Krish-na (O most attractive and desirable Being) 

Shri (O female beauty shining everywhere) 
Ke-sha-va (O Krishna whose lovely hair enchants our minds) 

A-nan-ta (O unlimited Being extending in all directions) 
Na-shring-ga (O lion-like protector of all gentle loving souls) 

Vish-nu (O all- pervading consciousness Who eternally maintains dharma) 
Mam tra-hi sam-sa-ra bhu-jan-ga dash-tam (Please save me for I am in the grip of the 

serpent-like coils of the endless cycle of repeated birth and death) 
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21:19:25 AG-Scribe: please remove me from the coils of samsara, the boa constrictor in 
which I am trapped, going from life to life. I’m finally finished, I’m ready to leave 
whenever you want me back. 

21:20:00 AG-Scribe: Jai Shri Krishna Jai Radha Jai Radhe Shyam 
21:20:11 Laura Plumb: Jai Shri Krishna! thank you. 
21:21:24 AG-Scribe: good night, I have to go!! 
21:21:47 AG-Scribe: I’m in samadhi with Krishna and Shiva here!! 
21:22:05 AG-Scribe: hardcover books of the Bhagavad Gita Comes Alive now available in 

London! 
21:29:26 Reivin Johnson: every time I feel "forced" I make sure to say in my head this is 

me experiencing resistance so I don't blame Krishna 
21:29:43 Aaron Moon Cantwell: jaya! 
 

Last week’s homework - class #18: 
 

- say the earth prayer every day, ask how can I be in service of Mata Bhumi? 
- Chanchala - learn the meaning. 
- Re-read 1 chapter a day out loud to yourself or to/with your partner every day. Highlight 

particular verses you are working on. Read the 6 chapters again by next Wednesday. 
- Watch this video -- Mystic India view https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=86nLTRMUqUk 

 
 
This week’s homework – class #19: 
 

- Memorize v. 296 - 4 kinds of people who come to me. 
- Start seeing Krishna everywhere. Use the lists that start in Chapter 7 to remind you and 

trigger/identify all the places you see Krishna. 
- Compare this chapter in particular with other Gitas you have to see the clarity of this 

edition. 
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